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REVIEW
Reactive Structural Materials: Preparation and
Characterization
Daniel L. Hastings and Edward L. Dreizin*
Reactive structural materials, which can serve both as structural elements as
well as a source of chemical energy released upon initiation have emerged as
an important class of metal-based composites for use in various energetic
systems. Such materials rely on a variety of exothermic reactions, from
oxidation to formation of metal-metalloid and intermetallic phases. The rates
of these reactions are as important as the energy that may be released, in
order for them to occur at the time scales compatible with the requirements
of applications. Therefore, chemical composition, scale at which reactive
components are mixed, and the structure and morphology of materials are
important and can be controlled by the method of preparation and
compaction of the composite materials. Methods of preparation of the
composite structures are briefly reviewed as well as methods of characteriza-
tion of their mechanical and energetic properties. In addition to common
thermo-analytical and static mechanical property measurements, dynamic
tests of mechanical properties as well as ignition and combustion experi-
ments are necessary to understand the fragmentation, initiation, and heat
release expected for these materials when they are stimulated by an impact,
shock, or rapid heating. Reaction mechanisms are studied presently for the
thin layers and small samples of reactive materials initiated in carefully
designed experiments. In other experiments, impact and explosive initiation
are characterized for larger material compacts in the conditions imitating
practical scenarios. Examples of results describing thermal, impact, and
explosive initiation of some of the reactive materials are presented.
1. Introduction

Reactive Structural Materials (RSMs) are a relatively new group
of materials designed to have structural strength and store
energy to be released at a desired time.[1–7] Their typical
applications are expected in such systems as kinetic penetra-
tors,[8] reactive fragments,[9–11] reactive bullets,[12] reactive
armor,[13,14] and munition casings.[15,16] Considering that most
structural components in various munitions are based on steel,
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the utility of RSMs can be semi-quantita-
tively assessed from a diagram shown in
Figure 1. The horizontal axis shows a mass
fraction of amunition taken by an explosive
charge. It is assumed, for simplicity, that
the charge is TNT (trinitrotoluene) with the
rest of the munition comprised of a metal
casing, made of either steel or aluminum.
Upon initiation, the case is assumed to
oxidize releasing heat in addition to the
heat generated by the TNT charge. The
percentages of heat released by both TNT
and case oxidation are shown for hypothet-
ical scenarios with cases made of steel or
aluminum. The estimate shows that for the
common mass percentage of the explosive
charge, around 30%, the heat release due to
the combustion of the metal case can add
from ca. 40 to 70% of the total chemical
energy produced by the munition. For the
common, chemically inert cases, this
energy is not released. Thus, releasing
even a portion of the total oxidation energy
generated by the reacting case could
substantially increase the total energy yield
of the system.

To maximize this additional heat release
due to the metal case combustion, RSMs
are typically based on metals with high
heats of oxidation, such as aluminum,
magnesium, zirconium, and titanium.
Alloys based on depleted uranium[17,18]
are also considered, in particular for kinetic penetrators, where
both high density and high reactivity are important. However,
because of radioactivity of uranium, its use in contemporary
munitions systems is discouraged.

Perhaps, the first reactive materials reported in literature were
composites of aluminum and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE,
also commonly referred to as Teflon1).[19,20] Although low
density and strength of Al-PTFE composites severely limits their
applications, such materials were studied rather extensively,
representing a common reference system for many RSMs
developed recently. In addition to metal-fluoropolymers, the
types of RSMs described in the literature include thermites, for
example,[21–23] reactive intermetallic systems, such as Al–Ni, for
example,[24–26] metal-metalloid systems, including B–Ti, B–Zr,
for example,[27–30] systems forming metal carbides, for exam-
ple,[31] and simply composites and alloys combining materials
with different desired properties, for example, tungsten with a
high density with zirconium or hafnium, metals with a relatively
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high reactivity.[32–38] Along with the composition, design of
composite RSMs and the methods used for their testing vary
widely, depending on the intended application, properties of
individual components, and capabilities available to the material
designers. This review aims to offer an initial guidance to the
potential users and researchers entering the field of RSMs. It
first discusses thermodynamic foundations of selecting compo-
sites suitable for RSMs, and then discusses some requirements
Figure 1. Estimated fraction of heat release due to complete oxidation of
a metal case for a hypothetical munition containing varied mass percent
of TNT as an explosive.
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and limitations on the reaction rates necessary for RSMs in
selected applications. Different methods used to prepare RSMs
are then described along with the respective RSM structures
and basic properties. An attempt is made to introduce scale of
mixing between reactive components as a common parameter
that can be used to quantify different RSM structures. The
experimental techniques employed to characterize different
RSM energetic and mechanical properties are briefly covered
and, finally, the present state of the art is summarized in
concluding remarks.
2. RSM Compositions Based on the Heat
Release and Density

Different types of exothermic reactions can be exploited to design
anRSM. The initial selection ofmaterials can bemade accounting
for their heat of oxidation. Other exothermic reactions, such as
those leading to the formation of fluorides, borides, carbides,
aluminides, andsilicidesarealso commonly considered.Theheats
of reactions are readily available, either from such compilations as
NIST � JANNAF tables[39] (available online as NIST Chemistry
webbook), summary by Fischer and Grubelich,[40] and other
sources. An overview shown in Figure 2 was prepared using, in
addition to the above databases, data from refs.[41–44] It presents
heats of reactionnormalized per gramand per cubic centimeter of
metal fuels for formation of fluorides, oxides, borides, and
carbides. Other reactions that have been exploited for RSM
producesilicides, sulfides, andaluminides.Twotrendsapparent in
Figure 2 are that reactions of fluorination and oxidation are
substantiallymoreexothermic thananyother reactionsandthat, in
general,metalswith lowerdensities have greater gravimetricheats
of reaction. There appears tobe amuchweakerdifference between
different metals when their volumetric heats of reaction are
compared to one another. Dashed lines in each plot mark the heat
ofoxidation for iron,whichwasused toestimate thepercentagesof
heat release shown in Figure 2. Metals/reactions with close or
higher values of heat release are of potential interest in RSM. It
thus appears that almost any metal could be attractive for the
applications, where the volume needs to be minimized, while
Figure 2. Gravimetric and volumetric heats of reaction for selectedmetals
as functions of the metal densities.
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greater mass is acceptable. In particular, volumetric heats of
oxidation of relatively high-densitymetals, such asMo,Nb,Hf, Ta,
andWaregreater than thoseof iron.Therefore, it couldbepossible
to extract from RSMs energies greater than shown in Figure 1 for
the munitions, in which steel cases are replaced with reactive
materials based on the above metals. Of course, reaction
enthalpies, such as shown in Figure 2, offer only the initial
assessment, while the ability to reach the rate of heat release
necessary to make the exothermicity useful is another important
consideration that needs to be accounted for while designing
RSMs.
Figure 3. Characteristic burn times of particles of different sizes for
selected metal fuels reported in the literature: aluminum,[54,55]

boron,[56–58] titanium,[59–61] and magnesium.[62–65]
3. Rates of Heat Release for RSMs

Taking full advantage of the heat of oxidation or other reactions
involving material components used in RSMs is difficult; it
requires heterogeneous reactions with fast kinetics and breaking
of the structural parts into fine fragments, which can burn in
time scales defined by the specific application. Each specific
application defines its own range of the acceptable time scales;
these scales range fromminutes, in the case of signal flares,[45] to
milliseconds for blast charges,[46] or down to microseconds for
kinetic penetrators.[47] Some specific examples are considered
here to illustrate an approach guiding the designs of RSMs for
specific time scale requirements.

The shortest reaction time scales are necessary for armor
piercing projectiles, which impact targets at speeds in the range
of 1800–2900ms�1.[47] Assuming the penetration depth d� 100
mm, the time for the reaction to occur for the chemical energy to
be coupled with the kinetic energy of the impact, can be
estimated as, t� d/v. Thus, the timescales are on the order
35–55ms. These times are shorter than any reported times of
combustion for metal particles or nanoparticles in gaseous
oxidizers; besides, the gaseous oxidizers may not be readily
available in many practical scenarios, for example, involving
impacts in upper atmospheric layers or underwater. Thus, the
reaction for such applications must occur between the
components of RSM; it would occur heterogeneously and be
rate controlled by mass transport of the reactive components
toward each other. To crudely estimate appropriate reaction
rates, consider characteristic diffusion coefficients in various
metal oxide and intermetallic phases, which range typically from
10�10 to 10�3 cm2 s�1.[48–51] Note, however, that the diffusion
coefficient is a strong function of temperature; it can also change
dramatically for different diffusion mechanisms.[52] For exam-
ple, diffusion coefficients as high as 10�8 cm2 s�1 are reported
for the grain boundary diffusion in alumina,[53] a common
product of thermite reaction. The diffusion coefficient,D, can be
used to estimate the characteristic reaction time as t¼ L2/D,
where L is the diffusion length. The diffusion length may be
evaluated as the scale of mixing between the reacting
components, and plugging in the characteristic diffusion
coefficients and times above, the range of mixing estimated
varies from 0.02 to 7.5 nm. Clearly, the lower bound, obtained
using D¼ 10�13 cm2 s�1 is not physical; however, the upper
bound approaching 10 nm and relying on the rapid, grain
boundary diffusion is achievable for the materials mixed on the
nanoscale and having multiple defects and grain boundaries in
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2017, 1700631 1700631 (3
the layers separating reactive components. The same estimate
suggests that coarser scales of mixing, ca. 30 nm and above may
be useful when the characteristic reaction times exceed 1ms.

For applications where external oxidizer is available, initial
heterogeneous reactions may only be needed to ignite RSM
fragments; the continued combustion of such fragments may
occur at much longer time scales, for example 10–50ms.[46] In
such cases, the reaction may occur either on the surface of the
produced fragments or in the vapor phase and be primarily
controlled by the fragment sizes. Clearly, the rates of combustion
will depend on the oxidizing environment and pressure, flow
conditions, and fragment materials. For the initial guidance in
selecting the appropriate fragment size, one can consider burn
times of typical metal particles reported in the literature. A
summary of such data is shown in Figure 3. Because a
comprehensive summary of many published datasets for
different metals cannot be clearly represented in a single plot,
only selected results are shown. For each metal, the burn times
are shown for two ranges of particle sizes, representing coarser
and finer powders. For each range of particle sizes, a descriptive
trend expressing the burn time proportional to the particle size
in the power n is shown as a dashed line, with the symbols
representing the ends of the respective particle size ranges.
Some of the trends shown are based on more than one set of
measurements reported in the literature. The data for aluminum
come from refs.[54,55] for boron, from refs.[56–58] for titanium,
from refs.[59–61] and for magnesium, from refs.[62–65] It is
apparent that there are discrepancies between the trends for
coarse and fine particles for all metals, which is likely associated
with errors in measurements. Despite the errors, the trends
shown can be used for the initial assessment of the burn times
for the fragments with the specified dimensions. It is observed
that for all particle sizes, boron particles have the longest burn
times, while the shortest burn times are reported for particles of
magnesium. Burn times for the same size aluminum and
titanium particles are very close to each other. The data
summarized in Figure 3 suggest that magnesium particles as
coarse as 200–300 μm diameter can still be useful if the reaction
times can be extended to 50ms. However, the particle sizes for
© 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimof 20)
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boron must be finer than ca. 50 μm in order for them to react in
the same time.
Figure 4. Composite reactive materials with tungsten fibers embedded in
aluminum matrix. Microstructure Al-composite tube (see inset)
with W fibers in hoop and axial directions.[81]
4. Structures of RSM and Methods of Their
Preparation

4.1. Reinforced Composites with Micron- and Coarser
Components

Composites combining aluminum powder with PTFE were
proposed as RSMs more than a decade ago,[66] probably building
on the well-known Mg/PTFE composites used in pyrotechnics.
The most common composition is the stoichiometric mixture
comprising 26.5wt% of Al and 73.5wt% of PTFE. Typically, such
composites are prepared by blending powders of Al and PTFE
and consolidating them by uniaxial or isostatic compression. An
elevated temperature, typically between 375 and 385 �C, is used
during consolidation to ensure the structural integrity.[67] The
methodology is refined in further work, for example, refs.[68–70]
The materials can be pressed to more than 99% of their
theoretical maximum density (TMD), which is approximately
2.33 g cm�3 for the stoichiometric composition. PTFE is a very
attractive oxidizer thermodynamically, and the interest in metal-
PTFE composites as RSM has been maintained over the years.
More recently, composites incorporating other metals, such as
titanium, zirconium, tungsten, and others in addition to, or
instead of aluminum were prepared and characterized.[70–74]

Composites prepared as consolidated blends of metal
powders have substantially higher densities, but are less reactive
than Al/PTFE. Perhaps the most studied composition is based
on nickel and aluminum with the TMD of 6.95 g cm�3 for the
stoichiometric composition containing 31.5wt% of Al and
68.5wt% of Ni. The composites were prepared by cold pressing,
with densities in the mid to low of 90% of TMD,[75] radial
forging,[76] and by cold spray, although the powders were ball-
milled prior to spraying.[26] A combination of hot isostatic
pressing (HIP) with monitoring heat release in the consolidated
sample[77] was used to prepare low-porosity, RSM components,
while retaining their micro-structure and reactivity in the
consolidated shapes. The cold spray may also be interesting as a
technique enabling consolidation of RSMs from powders
without substantial heating necessary and leading to a relatively
high product density.[78] It was also applied to consolidate
Al–CuO thermite.[21] Other reactive composite systems were
prepared by hot pressing elemental powders, for example,
W–Zr.[32]

More recently, control of fragmentation of the RSM was
attempted by varying the particle size[72] and, even more
interestingly, structure of the composite material, which can be
changed replacing a powder with fibers.[79] Composites with
tungsten fibers embedded in aluminum were prepared using a
combination of cold isostatic pressing (CIP) and HIP, which
could be followed by an additional heat treatment to harden the
aluminum matrix.[80] Prepared materials contained mesostruc-
tures including tungsten fibers embedded in aluminum while
being placed strategically in both hoop and axial directions, as
shown in Figure 4.[81] When loaded dynamically, the structure
fails when tungsten fibers oriented in the axial direction buckle,
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2017, 1700631 1700631 (4
which is facilitated by the initial fracture of the circumferential
fibers.[81] Thus, materials with mesostructures offer additional
capabilities for the pre-programmed break up upon its shock
loading.
4.2. Composites with Nano-Sized Components

Availability of metal nanopowders led to significant research
efforts dedicated to preparation and testing structures with
nanoparticles replacing regular metal particles in composites.
Following up on the work with coarser powders, Al-PTFE
composites were prepared and characterized using nano-
powders of aluminum.[82–84] The focus has been on reaction
mechanisms and rates rather than mechanical and structural
properties of such composites. Substantial efforts were also
dedicated to preparing and characterizing various nano-thermite
type materials starting with the nanopowders of metal fuels and
oxidizers. The powder mixing is commonly achieved via
ultrasonication of the starting components.[85] The products
are commonly loose powders, which are difficult to consolidate
as necessary for most RSM applications. However, ultrasonic
vibrations, similar to those used in ultrasonic welding, have been
successfully used to consolidate samples of nickel–aluminum[86]

and nano-thermites with binary and more complex, for example,
Al–Ni–CuO and Al–Ni–Fe2O3 composites.[87,88] Other methods,
including sol-gel chemistry[89–92] and self-assembly[93–96] were
used to prepare nano-composite thermites; typically the products
are highly porous and may include additional components, such
as chemicals used to functionalize metal surface, resulting in a
reduced energy density. Continuous, uniform, and flexible
laminate structures containing a nanothermite with a polymer
binder was recently prepared by electro-spray deposition.[97] A
good review of different types of reactive nanocomposites is
available in Ref [98].

Recently, additive manufacturing approaches have been
explored to generate controlled architectures of RMs, for which
burn rate and gas generation can be tuned while using the same
© 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimof 20)
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nanocomposite thermite.[99,100] Nanothermite structures com-
prising micro-channels and hurdles were created starting from
nanopowders of Al and CuO. Compared to a non-patterned
material, the flame propagation velocity was tripled and halved
for channels and hurdles, respectively.

While significant progress has been made preparing various
shapes andmorphologies of RMs using nanoparticles of starting
materials, most of the prepared continuous structures were
limited to relatively thin, quasi two-dimensional layers; three-
dimensional items prepared were typically very porous and had
low strength, limiting their applications in RSMs.
4.3. Layered and Nano-Layered Systems

Fully dense composites suitable for RSM applications have been
prepared by mechanical processing bulk metals or packed
powders using swaging, a cold forging process reducing
diameter of tubes.[76,101] The scale of mixing achieved in such
a processing and the structure of the layered system are
illustrated in Figure 5 for a composite prepared from nickel
flakes with powders of aluminum and magnesium. The mixing
scale achieved is rather coarse, with the thickness of about 1 μm
for the finest Ni layers. Minor porosity is also observed, although
most of the sample is fully packed. Based on density measure-
ments, the volume fraction of voids was estimated to be within
0–5%.

A variety of RMs were prepared as nanolayered systems, using
vacuum deposition based techniques.[102] The structure of
such materials can be precisely controlled and the layer thickness
can be as small as 10nm. Earlier work focused on intermetallic
systems, such as Al–Zr, Ni–Al, and others[103–106]; more recently,
significant progress has been made preparing various
thermite-type materials.[107–111] RMs with planar, well-defined
layers of individual composites and with essentially no
porosity serve as a convenient model material for studies of
reaction mechanisms. Varying the thickness of the deposited
layers enables one to manipulate directly the mixing scale
Figure 5. Microstructures of the composite prepared by swaging using powde
of Ni. Minor porosity is observed. Most of pores appear between Ni flakes and
and Al.[76]
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between the components. It has been recognized, however,
that poorly defined phases exist at the interfaces between the
reactive components deposited on top of each other by
sputtering. To avoid uncontrollable formation of the interme-
diate reaction products, additional layers were formed
between the reactive components by atomic layer deposi-
tion.[112–114] Such layers, although still serving as diffusion
barriers, can be better controlled, leading to a more
predictable behavior of the RM system. An example of such
a custom-engineered RM is shown in Figure 6. Although the
added intermediate phases create diffusion barriers between
the reactants, slowing down the rate of heat release, this effect
may be tuned by adjusting the thickness and type of the added
interfacial layers.

Various approaches were explored for preparing optimized
layered systems; for example, the order in which the metal and
oxidizer are layered, and which material ends up on the surface,
can affect how the material ages over time. Depositing
aluminum or magnesium onto preliminarily grown, ordered
nano-columns of an oxide (e.g., CuO or Co3O4) leads to
interesting morphologies, for which the reaction rate is different
than for a planar layered system.[115,116] Further, such systems
can be modified by added layers of fluorocarbon,[117,118] making
the surface of the prepared material hydrophobic.
4.4. Mechanochemically Prepared or Mechanoactivated
Materials

Composite powders were preparedmechanically milling starting
components, present as micron-sized particles, flakes, or even
bulk pieces.[119,120] This technique, developed initially for
preparation of mechanically alloyed and dispersion strength-
ened composites,[121,122] was extended to process materials of
interest to RSMs. Such materials include reactive metals and
intermetallic systems, such as aluminum, magnesium, nickel,
zirconium, titanium, etc., and composites, including all types of
chemistries discussed above, as well as metals with even more
rs of Al andMg with flakes
at boundaries between Ni

© 2017 Wof 20)
aggressive oxidizers, such as KClO4,
NH4ClO4, etc.

[123] Mechanical milling
typically yields powders with particle
sizes in the order of 1–100 μm. Each
powder particle is a nearly fully dense
composite. The components are
mixed within such particles on the
scale of ca. 100 nm. The interfaces
formed in mechanochemically pre-
pared particles form because of inter-
action between the components
during milling. Such interactions
mostly involve mechanically induced
shear accompanied by pressing the
components together by colliding
milling media. These interactions
occur at the milling temperature,
which is typically just slightly higher
than the room temperature. Thus, the
components are rather inert chemi-
cally, so that the interfacial layers
ILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 6. High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy images of Al–CuO
nanocomposites prepared by magnetron sputtering and including 41wt% Cu a) and 63wt% of Cu
b) between Al and CuO layers.[113]
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produced may be thinner than for the composites prepared by
vacuum deposition or than surface oxide layers, such as
amorphous alumina, always present on the metal particles
exposed to an oxidizing environment. Using such powders for
preparing RSMs has its advantages and drawbacks. The
advantages are the relatively coarse particle size, combined
with the fine mixing scale for the reactive composites, making
handling such powders easier than that of the nanopowders
with the same or comparable scale of mixing. It is also
important for the mixing scale and morphology to be preserved
while the powder is being handled. However, mechanochemi-
cally prepared powders are typically work hardened (or less
ductile), making it more difficult to consolidate them into bulk
items.

Consolidated shapes were readily prepared using mecha-
nochemically prepared metal-fluoropolymer composites by
slightly pressing them.[124,125] These highly energetic materials
have relatively low density and strength. Fuel-rich thermites
were consolidated by uniaxial pressing, achieving densities
close to 90% of TMDwithout binders.[126] Added binders, either
polymers or low-melting metals improved mechanical proper-
ties, but reduced the energy density of the consolidated
composites.
Figure 7. Schematic of the SHPB, following ref.[130]
5. Characterization of RSMs

5.1. Mechanical Properties

As for any structural materials, mechanical properties are of
critical importance for RSMs. Static mechanical properties, such
as tensile, yield, compressive, or flexural strength are routinely
measured using standard tests.[127] However, in many cases,
prepared RSMs may not be available in the form of specimen
required for the most common standardized tensile yield test;
sometime preparing such specimen is problematic because the
composites are brittle. In such cases, often compressive strength
of RSMs is measured instead using so-called Brazilian test, in
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2017, 1700631 © 20171700631 (6 of 20)
which a disk-like specimen is com-
pressed with a continuously increasing
load until it fails.[128] Static tests, while
important, are not specific for RSMs
and will not be discussed here in
further detail.

Dynamic mechanical properties of
RSMs are measured using Split Hop-
kinson Pressure Bar (SHPB).[129] SHPB
is probably the most common test
enabling one to characterize dynamic
response of a material. The achievable
strain rates vary from 50 to 104 s�1. The
experimental setup is shown schemati-
cally in Figure 7.[130] The sample or
specimen is placed between input and
output bars. The input bar is loaded by a
striker bar, which can be accelerated
using a gas gun. An incident pulse (or
stress wave) propagates through the
input bar toward the specimen where it
splits into transmitted and reflected pulses. The transmitted
pulse may deform the sample plastically. Thus, it can be
substantially changed as it travels through the sample and into
the output bar. The reflected pulse travels back down the input
bar. There are strain gauges in both input and output bars, which
measure strains caused by the traveling waves; an analytical
model is used to process the output of the strain gauge readings
and recover mechanical properties of the material. Additional
optical measurements can be used to detect an exothermic
reaction initiated in an RM sample by the impact.

Multiple examples of the SHPB-based experiments charac-
terizing RSMs were reported in the literature, such as.[33,81,131–
135] For example, Al-PTFE composite materials were found to be
sensitive to the strain rate; it was further reported that the
compressive strength is maximized at the aluminum fraction of
35wt%.[132,134]

An example of a sequence of high-speed video frames taken
during an SHPB experiment with a hot pressed RSM comprising
33wt % of W and 66wt% of Zr is shown in Figure 8.[33]

Processing the recorded video along with the analysis of the
incident, transmitted, and reflected pulses recorded by strain
gauges enabled researchers to determine that the dynamically
measured compressive strength of the sample was higher than
that measured in static tests. It was also observed that the
specimen failed at only about 2% of strain, behaving as a typical
brittle material. Different type fragments formed upon the
sample failure and exhibited different combustion regimes,
identified from the video.
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 8. Selected frames from a high-speed video record of ignition and propagation of a Zr–W
samples in a SHPB test at 23.53m s�1. A record rate of 30000 frames s�1 and shutter speed of 1/40000 s
were used. The timestamp of each frame is measured from the start of deformation.[33]
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Other dynamic tests include Taylor impact, in which a
cylindrical projectile made of the material being tested impacts
onto a large flat plate, or anvil.[136] The impact velocities a
round 100–200ms�1 cause a non-uniform deformation of the
projectile. Strain rates exceed 105 s�1, and thus are higher than
those in the SHPB test. A model is available that correlates the
residual geometry of the deformed projectile with the dynamic
yield strength. A more detailed modeling involving state of the
art hydrocodes, such as CTH,[137,138] are also used to interpret
such tests for RMs.[25] High-speed videos are used to detect the
ignition and record changes in the sample shape while it is being
deformed. Such videos help recovering dynamic values of the
yield stress during the test; such measurements are particularly
valuable if the sample ignites and thus changes its shape before
being recovered. Results of Taylor tests showed that a cold-
sprayed Ni–Al composite is more reactive than the same
composite consolidated by explosive compaction.[25] Sometime,
a reverse Taylor test is performed, in which the RM cylinder is
stationary and the projectile serves as the anvil.[139] Modifications
of this test are also being developed using instrumented plates,
high-speed video, and post-mortem analysis of the compacted
and initiated samples.[140,141]
5.2. Thermal Analysis

Thermal analysis has become the most common and versatile
technique for studying thermally activated chemical reactions,
which are of critical importance to RSMs. Aging of such
materials is certainly governed by the reactions occurring both at
their surfaces, interacting with the environment, and at the
internal interfaces between reactive components. It can also be
argued that the thermally activated reactions are critical for
ignition of RSMs even when the practical ignition stimuli are the
shock or impact. In those cases, multiple models have been
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2017, 1700631 © 20171700631 (7 of 20)
developed to predict formation of so-
called hot spots, caused by various
defects and irregularities in the loaded
structures.[142–148] Once such defects are
developed, they self-heat, leading to
ignition, which then can be described
as a developing thermally activated
reaction. Thus, the importance of
thermo-analytical measurements, in-
cluding thermo-gravimetry (TG) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
cannot be overestimated. Not surpris-
ingly, most researchers developing
RSMs or relevant compositions have
applied DSC and TGto characterize their
materials. A review describing relevance
of such measurements to ignition
mechanisms of aluminum-based RMs
is available.[149] Ideas discussed there are
also applicable to other types of RMs.

Measurements performed at different
heating rates are routinely used to
establish kinetics of various reactions.
Various isoconversion processing tech-
niques are used; recently, useful recommendations for the data
processing were proposed, which are fully applicable for studies
of RSMs.[150] Similarly, recommendations are available for
collecting the thermo-analytical data.[151]

Without reviewing a very extensive set of references, where
thermo-analytical measurements were used to characterize
various RSMs and relevant structure, one overarching observa-
tion can be made coming from the authors own stud-
ies.[119,120,152] While multi-step exothermic reactions are
commonly observed in DSC traces, it is most commonly the
very first, low-temperature reaction step that governs the ignition
behavior of the material, when it is heated rapidly. This initial
step may not necessarily be the strongest among different
reactions observed. However, accounting for it becomes critically
important when one attempts interpreting ignition of both
thermites and intermetallic-based RM composites.

New experimental methods, expanding the capabilities of
conventional thermo-analytical measurements take advantage of
miniaturized heating elements, which can achieve heating rates
exceeding 104 K s�1, approaching those expected in the RSM
ignition scenarios.[153] Suchmeasurements, limited to very small
samples and affected by possible temperature gradients in the
heated material are useful to bridge the understanding of
reaction mechanisms obtained from DSC with the processes
occurring in ignition, as discussed below.
5.3. Ignition and Combustion

5.3.1. Ignition Experiments

Ignition and combustion measurements are performed for
both consolidated RSMs and for powders used to prepare
RSMs. It is commonly assumed that if an RSM fragments upon
initiation, ignition and combustion of the produced fragments
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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is reasonably well represented in studies dealing with the
powder particles.

Ignition of small amounts of RM powders is commonly
studied using an electrically heated metal filament with a thin
deposit of an RM powder.[154] The filament temperature may be
monitored using an infrared pyrometer, or it can be obtained
from the filament’s resistance, calculated using the measured
current and voltage.[155,156] The ignition instant is detected
optically and themeasured temperature of the filament is treated
as the ignition temperature. The heating rate may be varied to
observe a shift in the ignition temperature, suitable for
quantifying the respective reaction activation energy. Depending
on the filament diameter and the power supply, the heating rates
attainable are from 100 to 106 K s�1. This method was used
extensively to determine how the ignition temperature changes
as a function of the heating rate for a broad range of RMs
prepared by mechanical milling, for example,[157–162] as well as
for other types of RMs.[163–166] In a variant of this experiment, the
powder-coated wire is mounted in a vacuum chamber connected
to the inlet of a time of flight mass spectrometer (TOF-
MS).[156,167–170] Thus, release of gaseous species emitted by the
heated and ignited RM is described in real time. A characteristic
result is illustrated in Figure 9, where the RM sample is prepared
by vacuum layer deposition of Al and CuO nanolayers directly
onto a platinum filament.[163] The vertical dashed line indicates
ignition observed in a high speed video. An oxygen peak occurs
before ignition, whereas onsets of peaks of Al, Al2O, and Cu
coincide with the ignition instant. The early oxygen release was
proposed to be associated with decomposition of the heated
CuO, which was confirmed by separate experiments.[171] A
similar behavior was observed for nanothermites with several
other oxides used as oxidizers. A qualitatively similar oxide
decomposition was observed to precede ignition for fully-dense
thermites prepared by mechanical milling, although the
experiments were not performed in a high vacuum so that no
CuO decomposition was detected without the presence of Al. It
was proposed that for the milled materials, pre-ignition
heterogeneous reaction between Al and CuO partially reduces
CuO prior to ignition, yielding a metastable CuO1–x phase
(1>x>0), which decomposes upon heating.[160]

An idea of correlating the ignition with intermetallic
exothermic reactions in an RM, discussed in detail in ref.[149]
Figure 9. TOF-MS results from experiments for a reactive Al–CuO
nanofoil prepared by vacuum deposition with six bilayers.[163]
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is illustrated in Figure 10.[162] For comparison, the positions of
exothermic peaks from thermo-analytical measurements and
ignition temperatures obtained from the heated filament
experiments are plotted in the same Arrhenius coordinates
for the same mechanically alloyed Al �Ti powders. The peaks in
DSC traces were assigned to a weakly exothermic intermetallic
reaction producing L12 phase of Al3Ti. The results of the ignition
experiments correlate well with the trend-line for the DSC
measurements. Extrapolating this trend-line to even higher
heating rates enables one to predict an ignition temperature
(shown by filled black symbols) in more practical scenarios.

Other techniques used for thermal initiation of RMs include
use of laser heating for individual particles[172,173] and for
pressed bulk samples.[149,174] Heating rates approaching 1
06 K s�1 are achieved. If used for the same materials, ignition
temperatures observed in the laser heating experiments can be
compared to those expected from the kinetic trends obtained
Figure 10. Arrhenius plots combining different measurements for
mechanically alloyed Al Ti powders. Results of thermo-analytical
measurements representing formation of L12 phase of Al3Ti are shown
as open circles. Ignition temperatures measured using the electrically
heated filament shown as gray circles. Ignition temperatures, estimated
for the heating rate 106 K s�1 expected in the laminar lifted flame
experiments are shown as black circles.[162]
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from thermal analysis and/or from the heated filament
experiments. Still higher heating rates, in the range of 109 K s�1

are achievable in the experiments using an electrostatic
discharge (spark) as an ignition source.[175–178] An increase in
the heating rate can cause a qualitative change in how the
reaction propagates.[179] At very high heating rates, substantial
temperature gradients develop across RM domains. This can
cause localized reactions to occur while the rest of the material is
being heated and/or melts. Thus, the fine structure of the
composite material may be preserved to much higher temper-
atures and through greater reaction progress than anticipated for
low-heating rate events, in which melting of the material
components results in a loss of the initial structure and scale of
mixing.

A methodology for studying shock initiation of thin RM layers
using a very short laser pulse was developed.[180–184] A
picosecond laser flash heating vaporized the surface of an RM
target. The RM, typically a nano-aluminum/reactive binder
composite, reacts involving surrounding oxidizing environment.
A spherical shock wave is generated while its pressure drops
rapidly. The shock decomposes the binder (nitrocellulose or
Teflon1) down to a characteristic diameter of reaction. That
diameter was measured as a function of the laser energy. A
hydrodynamic model was developed to interpret results; the
model assumed that chemical reactions occur when a threshold
pressure applied for a given time duration. A similar technique
Figure 11. a) Schematic of the apparatus using laser-launched 25 μm thick Cu
film of Al/Teflon. b) Optical micrograph of Al/Teflon film on sapphire. c) A s
Prior the experiment, a portion of the Al/Teflon film is scraped away to yield a
to precisely calibrate flyer velocity versus launch laser energy. The darker re
reacted regions for lower speed (0.7 km s�1) and higher-speed (1.5 km s�1) sh
with the higher-speed shots extends several mm beyond the 0.5-mm diamete
4mm from one another.[188]
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was recently used to study shock initiation of RM samples based
on porous Si.[185]

Microscopic samples of various RMs were impact initiated
in recent experiments using metal foil-based flyer
plates.[178,183,184,186–188] In a typical experiment, illustrated in
Figure 11, a thin copper foil is used as a flyer plate; aluminum
foils were also used. The foil is initially epoxied to a glass and is
accelerated by a pulse from an Nd:YAG laser. The impact
produces a planar shock in the target material, in this case, an Al-
PTFE nanocomposite. The speed of the flyer can exceed several
km s�1. The shock duration is varied around 10 ns; it depends on
the material impacted by the flyer. Prior to the launch of the foil,
the target material is placed at the impact location using an
optical microscope. High-speed optical probes track emission,
and, in the most recent experimental development, spectra
emitted by the impact-initiated target material with ps
resolution.[188,189] Time-resolved details of shock-compression
initiation can be detected, which are not currently accessible by
any other techniques. These experiments serve to establish
mechanisms of shock initiation, hot spot formation, etc.
However, because the flyer plate typically quenches the initiated
reaction, the reaction at longer time scales may not compare well
with that expected in a practical configuration.

A new generation of measurements of initiation mecha-
nisms in RSMs take advantage of the advanced analytical
techniques, such as dynamic transmission electron microscopy
flyers to shock a 3 μm thick
ample after the experiment.
bare region which was used
gion with Al/Teflon shows
ots. The reaction produced
r flyer. The impact areas are

© 2017 Wof 20)
(DTEM)[190,191] or time-resolved X-ray
diffraction studies enabled by high-
intensity X-ray beams produced by
synchrotron radiation.[192] Such
measurements enable direct observa-
tion of changes in morphology and
structure of the RM particles initiated
directly under the microscope or in the
diffractometer. It was observed, for
example, that for the thermites pre-
pared as mixed nanopowders, con-
densed phase and interfacial
reactions, as opposed to gas release,
are fast enough to serve as dominant
combustion mechanisms.[190]
5.3.2. Combustion of RM Particles
and Particle Clouds

These experiments follow, generally, the
samemethods as used to study combus-
tion of individual metal particles or
powder clouds. Particles are ignited,
typically by a laser beam[173,193] or while
being injected in a flame[194–197]; their
combustion times and temperatures are
measured based on their optical emis-
sion. Different methods were used to
correlate the particle sizes and their
combustion times. Recently, such corre-
lations were obtained by comparing
the measured statistical distributions
ILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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of particle sizes and their burn times.[173] In that processing, larger
particlesareassumedtoburn longer thansmallerones. it isassumed
that larger particles burn longer.

Results withmultiple RM particles ignited in a reflected shock
wave were also reported.[198,199]. In such experiments, the burn
times are usually obtained measuring the width of the optical
emission pulse. The obtained burn time is correlated with the
average particle size for the powder used in experiments.

In other experiments, typically performed with the RMs
comprisingmixed nanopowders, combustion of a loosely packed
RM sample in an open tube is studied.[200–203] Although most
measurements focused on the apparent flame propagation rate,
it was understood recently that this rate is superficial and is
associated with incandescent particles moving along the
tube.[204,205] It was reported that the nanoparticles agglomerate
rapidly and form mesoparticles, which burn in the time scales
comparable to those for common micron-sized metal particles.

Constant volume explosion experiments are rather com-
mon[157,164,173,193,196,206]; they can be performed in vessels of
different sizes, with different powders initiated using a heated
wire, pyrotechnic igniter, or a spark. Pressure is usually
measured in real time and the maximum achieved pressure is
associated with the total energy release. The reaction rate is
quantified based on the recorded rate of pressure rise. Because
not all powder is ignited and because a fraction of the ignited
particles is quenched on the vessel walls, the efficiency of
combustion may be low. However, this technique is useful for
comparing different RM powders to one another. When
interpreting these experiments, it is necessary to account for
differences in flowability of different powders, which can
substantially affect formation of the aerosolized cloud and thus
its combustion dynamics.

Examples of luminous streaks produced by Al �Mg alloy
particles ignited by a CO2 laser beam are shown in Figure 12.[207]

The particles were fed vertically up crossing the laser beam
directed horizontally. Once ignited, they burned in ambient air.
Labels in each image show the Al/Mg atomic ratios for different
samples. The streaks include two bright parts; the first,
Figure 12. Streaks of burning particles of mechanically alloyed Al �Mg powd
CO2 laser beam; scale bar for 70&z.urule;30, 80&z.urule;20, and 90/10 com
same.[207]
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associated with the selective combustion of Mg followed by
the second, produced by predominantly Al combustion.

Pressure traces measured in the constant volume explosion
experiments in air for the same mechanically alloyed Al �Mg
powders are shown in Figure 13.[207] The results show that the
maximum pressures are almost the same for all materials and
for the pure aluminum. However, the rates of pressure rise are
substantially increased for the mechanically alloyed powders.

Burn timesmeasured for several nanocomposite RM powders
prepared by mechanical milling and injected in an air-acetylene
flame are shown in Figure 14.[208,209] These RMs contain such
additives as I2, Cl2, or S, expected to generate biocidal
combustion products aimed to inactivate biological agents,
such as anthrax-laced powders. They can be used as liners in the
respective munition systems. The results, obtained from a
correlation between the measured statistical distributions of
particle sizes and burn times are compared to those for pure
aluminum and magnesium. It is observed that only one of the
prepared materials, Mg �S composite, burned faster than pure
Mg (and thus, faster than any other metal, compare to Figure 3).
All aluminum-based powders burned slower, than the pure Al.
5.3.3. Impact Initiation of Bulk RSMs

Experiments on impact initiation of bulk RSM samples are often
designed to reproduce scenarios expected in the practical
applications. For example, it may be important to establish that
the material survives launch of a projectile, penetration through
a protective layer, and/or capable of coupling the released
chemical energy with that of the mechanical impact. It also often
desired to characterize the fragmentation of the RSM upon
impact and assess the reactivity of the produced fragments.

A very simple experimental testing of the impact sensitivity of
reactive composites is possible using a commercial drop weight
impact tester, where a pellet is placed on an anvil and hit by a
weight falling from a pre-set height.[210] The impact energies
may reach several J. Ignition was detected monitoring the
ers ignited by the
positions is the

0 of 20)
infrared emission from the impacted samples.
Pellets of several aluminum-based intermetal-
lic composites were pressed and tested. For
the relatively low compaction achieved by
uniaxial pressing (less than 80% TMD), the
results suggested an increased sensitivity to
ignition at greater compaction, as illustrated in
Figure 15. It was also reported that the size of
Al particles used in the compacts had only
marginal effect on the measured ignition
sensitivity, in contrast with laser ignition
studies, where the particle size of aluminum
affects the ignition temperature of composite
RMs substantially. It was proposed that
ignition was caused by piercing aluminum
particles by harder particles of higher density
metals, which broke down the protective
alumina shell and exposed aluminum to the
external oxidizer.

Variations in the drop weight impact
techniques, for example, when a sample is
© 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 13. Pressure traces measured in the constant volume explosion
experiments for mechanically alloyed Al �Mg powders burning in air. The
igniter, a heated wire, is initiated at the time zero.[207]

Figure 14. Burn times as a function of particle sizes for some RM
powders containing biocidal additives, I2, Cl2, or S, burning while being
injected in an air-acetylene flame. Results for pure Al and Mg are shown
for reference.[208–209]
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constrained in a high-pressure diamond anvil cell and others are
discussed in a review.[129]

Higher impact energies are achieved in so called Asay shear
impact experiment developed originally to test explosives[211] and
Figure 15. Impact sensitivity of intermetallics measured in air as a
function of bulk theoretical maximum density of a pressed sample.[210]
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used to characterize several Ni–Al composite and nanocompo-
site materials more recently.[212–214] A sample is placed on a
support plate; a plunger with a flat impact surface rests on top of
the sample. The plunger is hit by a flyer plate accelerated by a gas
gun so that it is rapidly pressed into the sample. The impact
energies are in the range of hundreds of J. The setup is installed
in a windowed chamber so that the ignition can be monitored
using a high-speed video camera. In different experiments,
impact sensitivities were compared for mixed nanopowders,
composites prepared by high-energy ball milling, and for nano-
layered composites with the structures generated by magnetron
sputtering. It was observed that the porosity and hardness of the
samples significantly affected their impact ignition sensitivity,
even when their ignition temperatures measured for the heated
samples were nearly identical.

In another experimental technique, based on the Taylor test
discussed above, a gas gun is used to accelerate a sample of RSM,
which impacts onto a stationary anvil.[140,141,215] An RSM sample
is attached to a metal carrier rod using custom-manufactured
copper capsule fixtures. The powder compact may be pressed
into or epoxied to the driver. The flyer plate is made of copper,
tungsten, or tungsten heavy alloy, depending on the desired
impact stress. The flyer plate is carried by aluminum sabots. The
impact velocity is monitored using sequential shorting pins.
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) stress gauge packages are built
onto the driver and backer plates to monitor the stress state and
wave arrival times at the front and back of the powder. An
example of a series of high-speed images for an impact initiation
experiment is shown in Figure 16.[140] The initiation threshold in
terms of impact energy was found for different RM samples.
Results for materials prepared as mixtures of regular (not ball
milled) powders, suggest that composites of tungsten/alumi-
num and tantalum/aluminum reacted in both air and vacuum.
Figure 16. High-speed images of an impact of an RSM projectile onto a
hardened steel anvil at 302ms�1. The RSM is a mechanically milled
aluminum compact attached to a copper cylinder. Times corresponding
to different frames: a) immediately prior to impact; b–d) 0.05–2.5 μs;
e) 6.5 μs; and f) 9.5 μs. Pellet is compacted and deformed in frames b–e).
The copper cylinder contacts the anvil in frame (f).[140]
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Figure 18. Typical reaction efficiencies for impact initiated RM
samples.[217.
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Composites of nickel/aluminum and aluminum compacts only
reacted in air[6]; composites of tungsten/aluminum and
tantalum/aluminum reacted in both air and vacuum. A higher
reactivity was observed for tantalum/aluminum composite. Its
reactivity threshold in air was 718 kJ, which was about 195 kJ
lower than the next lowest threshold of 913 kJ observed for
aluminum. Composites of tungsten/aluminum and nickel/
aluminum (at a higher packing density) all react in air at around
1000 kJ. This suggests that aluminum oxidation with surround-
ing air defines the reaction threshold for all composites except
for tantalum/aluminum ones. The intermetallic anaerobic
reaction was suggested to be driving tantalum/aluminum
compacts. In vacuum, the tantalum/aluminum initiation
threshold was 863 kJ, which was 348 kJ lower than that for
tungsten/aluminum composite (1211 kJ).

An interesting effect of particle size was observed for nickel/
aluminum composites. Samples prepared using powders with
different sizes, �325mesh and þ325–200mesh, exhibited
similar trends for the effects of packing density. However, the
samples prepared from a coarser powder (þ325–200mesh) were
substantially more reactive and initiated at a lower energy than
samples prepared using finer, �325mesh powders.

A customized impact initiation testing methodology was
developed a decade ago[216,217] and modified and used in many
more recent studies.[4,218–224] In this method, as schematically
shown in Figure 17,[216] a consolidated RSM compact (which
could have spherical, cylindrical, or cubic shape) is used as a
projectile. The sample needs to survive launch from a ballistic
gun at speeds varied from ca. 500–2500ms�1. Aluminum foils
are used to measure the speed of the projectile. A pressure
sensor mounted in the test chamber is not shown. The projectile
first hits a “target skin,” which is typically a thin sheet of mild
steel[216] or an aluminum plate. Some recent experiments are
focused on the interaction of RSM with aluminum plates of
different thicknesses, production of fragments, and their
ignition.[223] Upon passing through the target skin, the RSM
projectile is disintegrated. A portion of the material may be left
outside the test chamber, while fragments continue moving
towards the center of the chamber and impact upon a heavy anvil
plate. Ignition occurs upon the impact, resulting in a shock wave
and rapid combustion of pulverized material. Although the
chamber cannot be sealed because its wall is punctured through
by the projectile, the pressure rise in the chamber occurs
sufficiently fast to make the pressure measurement meaningful.
Figure 17. Schematic diagram of an experimental chamber used in the
impact initiation experiments by Ames.[216]
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The quasistatic pressure (QSP) measured in the chamber upon
impact is translated into the energy released. This energy is
interpreted considering the theoretical energy release expected
from the RSM projectile upon its complete combustion.

Selected results are illustrated in Figure. 18 and 19.[217]

Reaction efficiency, measured based on the QSP, increases
markedly with increase in the impact speed (Figure 18). The
effect of density on the reaction efficiency is also very strong, and
overarching for a wide range of materials (Figure 19). However,
all samples represented in Figure 19 were prepared as
compacted commercial powders; they do not include more
advanced nanocomposite materials.

In addition to the energy release, the minimum impact
pressure necessary for ignition of an RSM projectile is identified.
For example, the initial critical impact initiated velocity is about
650m s�1 for W/Zr alloy.[224] Table 1 shows reaction character-
istics, including reaction efficiencies for several impact initiated
RSM samples. In calculating the kinetic energy, it was assumed
Figure 19. Energy released by different reactive material samples as a
function of the material density. The reaction is initiated by a 6,000 ft s�1

impact; the energy is normalized by that released by Al-PTFE with TMD of
2.4.[217]
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Table 1. Reaction characteristics, including chemical reaction efficiency for different RM compositions tested using an impact of accelerated RM
projectile.[224]

Material
Impact velocity

(m/s)
Quasi-static pressure

(Mpa)
Total energy

(kJ)
Kinetic energy

(kJ)
Chemical energy

(kJ)
Total chemical
energy (kJ)

Reaction efficiency
(%)

Impact pressure
(GPa)

W/Zr 752 0.14 5.46 1.575 3.885 29.145 13.3 12.57

W/Zr 1094 0.21 8.19 3.384 4.806 29.895 16.1 19.29

W/Zr 1335 0.45 17.55 5.004 12.546 29.359 42.7 24.40

Al/PTFE 847 0.10 3.90 2.124 1.776 25.314 7.0 5.49

Al/PTFE 934 0.19 7.41 2.520 4.890 24.041 20.0 6.19

Al/PTFE 1004 0.30 11.70 3.141 8.559 26.021 32.9 6.76

Al/PTFE 1203 0.68 26.52 4.320 22.200 25.879 85.8 8.49

Al/PTFE 1481 0.23 8.97 6.867 2.103 26.304 8.0 11.09

Al 1049 0.07 2.73 3.456 . . . . . . . . . . . .

Al 1169 0.08 3.12 4.311 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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that the samples entered the chamber at 90% of their initial
kinetic energy after passing through the target skin.

In recent experiments following the same general approach,
the RSM was packed into a reactive bullet, as a reactive fragment
inside a steel shell.[225] The impact initiation behavior of
Al/PTFE RSMs with added tungsten was investigated. It was
found that a greater reaction efficiency was achieved at higher
impact velocity. Samples with greater porosities and with greater
concentration of tungsten were more reactive. Tungsten was not
observed to participate in the reaction, however.
5.3.4. Explosive Initiation of RSMs

Initiation of RSM samples using an explosive is aimed to imitate
a scenario when the RSM serves as a case or liner for a munition
carrying an explosive charge. Efforts[226,227] was aimed to observe
detonations in consolidated RSM samples. Qualitatively similar
experimental configurations were used, as shown schematically
in Figure 20. An RSM sample was constrained in a thick-walled
Figure 20. An experiment studying an explosive-driven detonation in an
aluminum-PTFE composite.[226]
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container. Tominimize the effect of reflected sound waves on the
measurements dealing with Zn–S composition, the container
was made of a porous composite with a low sound speed.[227] In
both studies,[226,227] the results were inferred from the velocity
measurements for the propagating combustion wave. It was
concluded that a detonation wave was possible for an RSM
system with the minimized gas release, for which both reactants
and products were condensed phases.

In other studies,[228,229] a qualitatively similar experimental
setup was built and used to consider a detonation-induced
reaction in the Zn–S samples prepared at different nominal
densities, as illustrated in Figure 21. Dimensions of the RSM
samples were increased to enable recovery and analysis of the
materials after the experiments. Despite the larger sample size,
no self-accelerated reaction rates were observed. It was,
therefore, concluded that no evidence for gasless detonation
currently exists.

A set of experiments described in refs.[230,231] followed up
on extensive earlier work aimed to identify the mechanism of
initiation and propagation of a shock initiated reaction in a
condensed phase RSM. The general focus of this work was to
establish the size of the area directly initiated by the shock, often
referred to as a hot spot, and to determine the mechanism of the
reaction propagation through the rest of material. Two
experimental configurations shown in Figure 22 were used.[230]

In both cases, an RSM sample was constrained in a cylindrical
steel capsule. An explosive placed on top of the capsule was
detonated. In one of the configurations, Figure 22a, both
thermocouple and light sensor were used to monitor reaction. In
this case, a polycarbonate window was used as part of the sample
enclosure; the explosive charge in this case was limited to 130 g
of nitromethane (NM) sensitized with 5wt% of diethylenetri-
amine. It was expected that the optical signal will show when
local high temperatures occur, for example, when hot spots are
formed. Conversely, the thermocouples were expected to
describe the rise in the bulk sample temperature when the
reactions propagate. In the configuration shown in Figure 22b,
only thermocouples were used and the window was replaced by a
steel part. In the latter case, the explosive was 450 g of
commercial pentolite. Yet another experimental configuration
© 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim3 of 20)
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Figure 21. Experimental setup used to study an explosive driven reactions
in different RMs.[229]
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was used, when only optical signal was collected. For these
experiments, the light passed through a hole drilled in a steel
component, while the entire capsule was placed in a water pool.
After experiments, samples were recovered to observe the extent
of reaction. Some of the recovered samples were completely
reacted; for others, no evidence of bulk initiation was observed.
No partially reacted materials were found.

Based on results of the experiments, it was concluded that the
initiation of hot spots occurs in the time scale of μs, comparable
Figure 22. Experimental configurations used in ref.[230] for explosive-initiate
thermocouples; b) experiments with thermocouples.
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to the time of shock compression. Conversely, reaction
propagation occurs at a much longer time scale, from ms to
hundreds of ms. The burn rate in suchmaterials was found to be
largely pressure-independent.

In a complementary study,[231] shock initiation was studied for
a broad range of samples with the focus on correlation between
thermal and shock initiation processes. The process of ball-
milling or mechanical activation was found to increase both
thermal and shock sensitivity. It was further found that the
increased thermal sensitivity was not caused by shock
compression alone. For samples shocked at pressures just
lower than necessary for ignition, the ignition threshold was
found to be indistinguishable from the equivalent un-shocked
samples.

Shock initiation of laminate Ni–Al composite samples was
studied using so called “Thick-Walled Cylinder Method”
presented schematically in Figure 23.[232,233] A cylindrical
RSM sample is placed inside a copper tube. The assembly is
placed inside PVC container filled with an explosive. The
information about reaction initiation is obtained by recovery and
examination of the samples following the experiments. The
focus is on the mechanical processes leading to chemical
reactions. It was established that instabilities during the collapse
of the Ni–Al-corrugated laminate composites triggered three
main mechanisms of plastic strain accommodation. The inside
facing wedge-shaped regions at the inner surface of the laminate
were extruded. There was a small number of non-uniformly
distributed local/global trans-layer shear bands. The initial
locally concentric layers experienced cooperative buckling. These
mechanisms were specific to the configuration studied and
different from shear localization processes involving plastic
deformation and discussed in earlier work with fully dense or
granular materials.

A different set of experiments with shock-initiated RSMs
addresses applications, in which an RSM is dispersed and
initiated by interaction with a shock wave produced by a high
explosive (HE).[27,37,234] In one of the experiments, a pressed
pellet of mechanically alloyed B–Ti powder was placed directly
d experiments with RMs. A) Experiments with photo-multiplier tubes and
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Figure 23. Experimental configuration for the thick walled cylinder
method.[232–233] See https://doi.org/10.1080/14786435.2014.948524 for
details.

Figure 25. Charge configuration for reactive liners with a PBXN-9 booster
used in experiments.[234] Dimensions are in mm.

Figure 24. Net QSP is the total QSP minus that of the test with inert
(WO3) pellets. Measured net QSP produced by W–Zr alloys normalized to
the pure Zr case.[37] Dashed lines show expected net QSP for different
degrees of tungsten reaction.
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on top of an HE pellet. The experiments were performed in a
chamber with optical ports for high speed video and
spectroscopy. The chamber was also equipped with both
transient and QSP transducers. It was observed that the
mechanically alloyed materials produced greater pressure and
greater energy release than other samples with the same bulk
compositions (blended powders or titanium boride). The
method used to prepare mechanically alloyed material was
found to be critical to ensure the best performance. In other
experiments, a conceptually similar configuration generating a
more spatially uniform explosion was used for testing
mechanically alloyed W–Zr samples.[37] Disk-shaped 12.7-mm
diameter pellets of RSM pressed to 60–70%TMD were arranged
to form a dodecahedron. A 18-g nitromethane charge used to
initiate the RSM was located at the geometrical center.
Experiments were performed inside a 1.2m� 1.2m� 1.2m
steel blast chamber. Both transient andQSPmeasurements were
made. Results were processed to estimate the completeness of
tungsten combustion based on the net QSP-implied energy
release. The net QSP was obtained by reducing the measured
QSP by that obtained in tests with the nitromethane charge and
inert tungsten oxide pellets instead of RSM. A bare Zr case was
used as a reference for RSM assessment. In the reference
experiment, QSP suggested that approximately 86% of the
theoretical energy of Zr combustion was released. The calculated
and measured energy release is illustrated in Figure 24.[37] If the
only reaction is that of Zr, the calculated energy release becomes
smaller when W is added. The decay as a function
of W concentration is predicted even if 75% of the
added W combusts. The present results suggest no decay, or,
in fact a slight increase in the QSP with tungsten combustion.
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2017, 1700631 1700631 (1
Thus, a nearly 100% reaction efficiency is implied. This reaction
occurs in the time scale of 20–100ms (Figure 24 ).

In recent studies,[37,234,235] an experimental configuration
involving a cylindrical liner of an RM powder initiated by a
centrally placed explosive charge, as shown in Figure 25 was
explored. Fragmentation of a pressed aluminum case was
studied in ref.,[235] while both aluminum and differently
prepared Al–Mg composites were used in the reactive liners
in ref.[234] It was found that the explosion leads to compaction of
the aluminum powder to near solid density, and its subsequent
fracture into fragments that are several centimeters long and less
than a centimeter thick.[235] Reactive liners were prepared with
pure aluminum, cast alloyed and mechanically alloyed Al �Mg
powders, and with blended Al and Mg powders. For reference,
liners were also prepared filled with inert Al2O3 powder. All
liners filled with reactive powders produced higher QSP than the
inert reference; they also exhibited a stronger initial pressure
peak occurring in the sub-millisecond time scale, important for
improvement of the air blast characteristics. In particular, both
time of arrival of the pressure peak and its amplitude were
improved in experiments with reactive liners. The mechanically
© 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim5 of 20)
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alloyed powder showd the most significant improvement in the
early blast characteristics, although it did not offer substantial
benefits in terms of QSP, as compared to the pure Al. These
results are interesting as direct indicators that a very rapid
reaction is possible for RSMs, which could usefully contribute to
the early blast development. The mechanisms of such prompt
metal combustion are not understood presently and further
work is desired to determine suchmechanisms and exploit them
for design of optimized RSMs.
6. Summary and Future Work

Metal-based compositions capable of various self-sustaining
exothermic reactions have been prepared and tested for potential
use in applications requiringboth structural strength andability to
generatechemicalenergyupon initiationbyheat, impact,orshock.
Such materials, referred to as reactive structural materials,
emerged as an important group of composites, prepared by
multiple methods and required customized characterization
approaches. The composites can react forming oxides, fluorides,
carbides, borides, sulfides, silicides, and aluminides. They are
prepared bymixing starting powders or nanopowders, employing
binders, mechanically refining bulk metals or powders of starting
materials, and by layered deposition of starting elements or
molecules. Consolidating composites prepared as powders is an
important step in designing RSMs, where both high density
and reactivity are desired. Contemporary approaches, such as
involving additive manufacturing and enabling design of
customized material architectures are of particular interest.

Chemically, the most reactive systems are those relying on the
reactions of oxidation and fluorination; however, typically
materials relying on such reactions have relatively low densities
or require an external oxidizer. Including a high-density additive,
such as tungsten, is relatively common; however, such additive is
chemically inert inmost cases. Advanced refiningmethods, such
as high energy mechanical milling or preparation of layered
structures by magnetron sputtering generates useful, high
density morphologies, which hold promise of combining the
high density and reactivity for the future RSMs.

Both mechanical and energetic properties of RSMs must be
characterized. Traditional characterization methods, such as
static mechanical testing and thermal analysis are necessary,
but must be supplemented by dynamic experiments. In
mechanical tests, such as using SHPB, initiation of RSMs is
probed in addition to recovery of their dynamic mechanical
properties. In addition, customized test methods, addressing,
for example, fragmentation of the RSMs upon impact and
reactivity of the produced fragments are developed and used
for a broad range of RSM compositions. These experiments
are usefully supplemented with the studies focused on
ignition and combustion of individual particles and meso-
particles, used to prepare consolidated RSMs and expected to
re-emerge upon the RSM fragmentation. Results of the latter
studies may be used to predict the behavior of RSM fragments
in various practical scenarios. Little is presently done to
characterize long-term stability and aging of RSM composites,
and work is expected in that direction, involving advanced
thermal analysis and microcalorimetry.
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2017, 1700631 1700631 (1
Dynamic initiation experiments for RSMs described in the
literature currently canbe seen as twodistinct groups: one, dealing
with microscopic samples and involving very fine spatial and
temporal scales, and the other, dealing with relatively large
consolidated samples exposed to conditions expected in a practical
application. Presently, there is essentially no link between the
outputs of these different types of experiments. It is hoped that a
better connection can be developed in the future. In particular,
using the same types of RSMs in different types of tests and
comparing results systematically should be useful.

The theoretical ideas describing fragmentation and reactions
in RSMs are much less developed presently and were not
reviewed here. Such descriptions are necessary, however, and
future experiments should be designed to enable and support
development of the relevant models. Themodels should describe
both mechanical and energetic properties of the new materials
and must be compatible with the state of the art hydrodynamic
codes describing munition systems in which the use of RSMs is
anticipated.

The work aimed at developing new RSM compositions is
expected to continue and focus on ternary and more complex
materials systems. It is further expected that advanced materials
processing and consolidation techniques, such as mechanical
milling, layered deposition, controlled isostatic pressing, cold
spray, and others will be combined to prepare final advanced
RSM structures. Materials with modulated densities and tunable
heat release kinetics are of particular interest.
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